
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
Sans Toit ni Loi : 
Kino-liberté 
 
 
Sans Toit ni Loi (1985), titled Vagabond in the U.S., is a 
multilayered meditation on freedom. The frank, unassuming text 
of this film by Agnès Varda objectively follows the path of a young 
vagabond, Mona, played by Sandrine Bonnaire. Constructed with 
the eye-witness accounts of individuals met in her wanderings, 
the young woman’s narrative re-creates her adventures and their 
consequences. Varda’s mise-en-scène, however, asserts a subtext 
beyond this tale. Her camera acts as a subjective commentator, 
broadening the narrative conflict as well as visually interpreting 
the objective text. This simultaneous creation of a narrative text 
and a visual subtext not only explores the film’s theme of 
individual freedom but also utilizes cinema’s unique capabilities 
as a medium of communication. 
 Beginning with the end, Sans Toit ni Loi seals its 
hermetic narrative with the death of Mona. The remainder of the 
film is a collection of reminiscences delivered either directly to 
the camera or informally within the film’s context by individuals 
with whom the vagabond has interacted. “C’est tout simplement la 
forme évidente, nécessaire, que la cinéaste réinvente à ce 
moment-là parce qu’elle en a besoin, parce qu son sujet-même la 
lui impose.”1 These spoken reminiscences serve to introduce the 
visual replay of Mona’s actions, reconstructing the events that 
lead up to her death. Rather than being didactic, the themes of 
Varda’s film are objective constructions. Within the sealed text, 
actions are layered upon actions, reminiscences upon 
reminiscences, following Mona to her death. Aside from her 
increasing fatigue from exposure, there is no linear force 
progressing through the film; the death of Mona is an arbitrary 
termination of the narrative, “une simple rencontre aussi absurde 
et nécessaire . . . que les autres.”2 Presented at the beginning, this 
visual finality frees the narrative of direction, that being 

determined in advanced. This objective, nonchalant form is an 
appropriate conveyance for the theme of Sans Toit ni Loi. As Mona 
breaks away from society’s organized imposition of direction, the 
film follows suit, recounting her experiences while they happen. 
As events occur and people talk, the camera is there—neither 
organizing nor judging. Mona, although affected by her contact 
with society and nature, attempts to act independently of both 
forces, and neither Varda’s characters nor her camera work 
demand explanations. Sans Toit ni Loi, therefore, refuses to 
criticize or evaluate Mona’s pursuit of freedom but, rather, 
presents the theme as a collection of tales and observations, an 
objective complex of actions and consequences sans dictum.  
 The text of Sans Toit ni Loi is constructed with a 
formula: Mona (her actions) + environment + other people = 
consequences. These consequences, or results, of the three-
element mixture are provided visual equivalents as well as verbal 
accounts by witnesses. Because the film’s construction echoes the 
wanderings of Mona, we can posit that the text echoes the film’s 
theme: personal freedom requires an individual acting in consort 
or in conflict with other elements with resultant consequences. 
The textual question does not allow for criticism or evaluation 
from Varda; therefore, the text is obligatorily specific. Mona, 
because she hitchhikes in winter without money or food, suffers 
the physical consequences of both poverty and physical exposure. 
Mona, because she lives in the château with her lover, engenders 
the compassion of Yolande, who offers her refuge for a night, 
resulting in an encounter with Aunt Lydie. Mona, because she 
accepts a ride with Mrs. Landier receives food for several days, 
shelter at night, and champagne. Sans Toit ni Loi repeats this 
cause-and-effect formula until that equation equals death, and 
the end of the narrative text. The issues raised in these equations 



are as specific as the characters and events involved. Mona, 
because she challenges society, must face the consequences of 
discrimination (e.g., ill reception by the Moroccans) and prejudice 
(e.g., Jean-Pierre’s inaction due to her filthy bodily state). Refusing 
to engage in regulated labor, Mona is also the victim of avowed 
capitalists who ignore her needs when she challenges their 
economic ideology. This is exemplified by the meager wages and 
contemptuous attitudes of the gas station attendant and the crate 
maker. Tenderness and empathy are also the consequences of 
Mona’s free-spiritedness and frankness. We can say, because of 
the objective representation of events and reminiscences, that the 
text of Sans Toit ni Loi is the domain of Mona yet ruled arbitrarily 
by the disparate elements involved in the cause-and-effect 
equation. 
 Like any other human oeuvre, Sans Toit ni Loi is not 
reality, thus not wholly objective. While Varda manages to keep 
an uncanny distance between herself and her text, creating an 
unbiased edge to her narrative, her subjective presence as an 
artist is manifested in a visual subtext formulated simultaneously 
with the narrative text. The subtext, solely achieved through 
mise-en-scène, broadens as well as alters the thematic equation 
of the text, incorporating new elements and self-reflexively 
changing the focus. A simplified version of the subtextual formula 
is Nature vs. Mona vs. Society. Mona, therefore, is sandwiched 
between the reflexive forces of both nature and society, becoming 
a litmus test for each or, rather, a gauge for each force’s unique 
dominance. This rearrangement of elements and the introduction 
of nature itself as an abstracted force is created by the poetic 
realism of the camera work. 
 Varda uses the frozen landscape of southern France to 
interpret and symbolize the nature of Mona’s conflicts with 
society. In the opening frame, two trees are shown in the 
foreground and two in the background, the two groups separated 
by a field of undulating wheat. This composition can be read as a 
metaphor for the separation of Mona and society, and their 
respective wills. At other points in the film, the camera again 
strays away from Mona and her encounters to fall upon skeletal 
farm machinery with ominous teeth and withered trees beaten 

down by innumerable winters. These natures mortes follow 
instances where Mona is menaced by her encounters with other 
individuals or suffers momentary (or seasonal) defeat. Likewise, 
compositions of healthy green leaves precede scenes of Mona’s  
happy affair with David at the château. Varda’s subtextual mise-
en-scène also interprets the meandering text through the 
juxtaposition of the two characters. The film’s poignant irony of 
personal freedom is introduced with a composition of discarded 
barrels—a useless surplus in the path of Mona’s penury. The 
indifference of nature to human suffering is evoked by an image 
of a healthy pine bough following the rape of Mona. Recalling D. 
W. Griffith’s manipulations of text and image, Varda achieves 
subjective interpretation and symbolism by editing together 
objective occurrences and deliberately composed stills. She also 
restructures the film’s thematic impact by allowing the landscape 
itself to reminisce, in still shots, just as Mona’s witnesses 
reminisce through storytelling. This reflexive system creates a 
new relationship between nature and society, with Mona as the 
quantifiable evidence—the rub—of that interaction. Just as she 
challenges nature and society, so does each challenge her, albeit 
with different consequences. The theme of personal freedom, 
therefore, exists on the textual level as specific conflict between 
an individual and society. On the subtextual level, the theme 
exists as an abstracted conflict between an individual and a more 
powerful force, stressing the notions of challenge and 
consequence. 
 Sans Toit ni Loi, through its simultaneous construction 
of text and subtext, asserts the powerful flexibility of cinema. 
Working on the textual level, Varda’s film deals objectively with 
specific characters and events in a liberated, multipurpose 
narrative. At the same time, she interprets her own text through 
silent images that are neither subservient to the text nor detract 
from it. The plight of Mona is rendered sublime in this polyvalent 
approach. By presenting the quest for personal freedom as a 
complex of actions and consequences, then abstracting that 
complex into a battle of wills, Agnès Varda speaks with resonant 
moral voice through a medium all her own. 
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